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Accelerator Challenges for the Next Generation 
Facilities and beyond

Define Challenge

Near Future: LHC

Foreseeable Future: Linear Colliders, Superbeams, Neutrino Factories, 
LHC Upgrade

Far future: CLIC, VLHC, Muon Colliders

Unforeseeable future: Advanced acceleration techniques, 
new techniques, new technologies

Conclusions
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Define Challenge

A challenge exists any time we:

–Use a new technology on a large scale for the first time
•Tevatron - superconducting magnets
•LEP - superconducting rf

–Use a new technique for the first time
•AGS - alternating gradient synchrotron
•ISR - colliding beams
•SPbarPS - stochastic cooling

–Increase basic parameters ( energy, luminosity etc…) by an order
of magnitude or more

•Main Ring - energy
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Near Future - LHC

‘Conventional’ technology (NbTi magnets, SCRF) and design - no problem

Energy
7 Tev = 7 * Tevatron 
27km = 4 * Tevatron 
8.3 T field = 2 * Tevatron 

Luminosity
1034 = 300 * Tevatron (an issue but primarily a physics one !)

Beam Power (a function of energy and luminosity)
350 MJ = 200 * Tevatron ( !!! )

Vacuum effects
Machine protection - allowable beam losses - operability - experimental backgrounds
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Near Future - LHC - vacuum effects

Electron cloud build up induced by synchrotron radiation results in cryogenic 
loads at best, beam instabilities at worst.

R&D: many years of measurements at light sources and the SPS together with 
detailed simulations has resulted in a situation which appears to be well 
understood.  Operating scenarios involving lower luminosity scrubbing cycles.
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Near Future - LHC - machine protection/experimental 
backgrounds

300 MJ of circulating beam energy: magnets will  quench with mJ of deposited energy (11 
orders of magnitude)

Problems involve limiting initial beam loss to 1 part in 105 with complex beam dynamics, 
alignment(absolute, relative, and dynamic) of many (~60) elements at fractions of a 
sigma, collimator damage, collimator impedance, amplifies the impact of any beam 
instability

R&D: in principle the basic mechanisms are known and can be simulated.  Machine design 
includes two cleaning insertions.  To date there is no robust system for the design 
luminosity.
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Foreseeable Future - Linear Colliders

Energy
LC (phase 1) = 5 * SLC 

Accelerating Gradient
Cold (35 Mev/m) (1.3 

GHz) = 3 * LEP
Warm (65 Mev/m) (11 

GHz) = 3 * SLC 
Luminosity

LC = 7000 * SLC ( !! )
Emittance = 85 * SLC
Beam power = 35 * SLC
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Foreseeable Future - Linear Colliders - Emittance control

Problem: How do we maintain at 25Km structure to micron accuracy ?
R&D: Beam based systems are required for emittance/wakefield control.

Of necessity this requires beam hence most this work done at SLAC in 
ASSET, NLCTA, FFTBA, etc…  Large scale operation of complex software 
not demonstrated to date - ‘linac version of adaptive optics’.  Less of an issue 
for cold but you can’t do this cold.  What really goes on inside cryostats ?  
Trying to answer this question at DESY
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Foreseeable Future - Linear Colliders - Emittance control

In addition to beam based alignment 
extensive use of feedback systems -
both warm and cold
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Foreseeable Future - Linear Colliders - Emittance control

Part of the technical advantage of the cold option is the relatively 
large bunch spacing/number of bunches per (5Hz) cycle leading to
long bunch trains (~1ms).  The problem arises in that storing such a 
bunch train requires a large circumference storage ring.  There are 
technical issues in achieving as small an emittance in the dog-bone 
damping rings as in a more conventional damping ring.

There are issues with component stability/vibration with the beam 
delivery system for both warm and cold versions.  Requirements are 
at the nm level.  Cryogenic components can have internal modes in 
addition to external ones
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Foreseeable Future - Linear Colliders - Beam Power

Warm: 11 MW Cold: 22 MW. 
A single bunch at design intensity/energy from any machine will drill a hole in anything.  

Ergo, cannot allow a single bunch to get loose.

Detailed operating choreography to avoid large amounts of beam in a machine that’s not 
well tuned or inoperable.

Complex system of spoilers, absorbers and renewable collimators capable of intercepting 
beam halo.

Sophisticated machine protection system (this is not terribly well defined at present) 
necessary to constantly measure the ‘health’ of the machine.  Interesting to note that 
the US LC task force rated this aspect of the machine operation as posing the highest 
risk to meeting the luminosity goals.
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Foreseeable Future - Superbeams

Conventional technology and design for the accelerator complex

Beam Intensity = ~ factor of 2 increase

Beam power 1 - 4 MW = order of magnitude increase
target issues - requires the challenge of new technology
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Foreseeable Future - Superbeams - Targets

Carbon targets will work up to ~1 MW.  
Beyond that the only developed 
concept is the mercury jet target 
developed by part of the muon 
collider collaboration (E951).  Other 
variants exist for the SNS, CERN

R&D: proposal to CERN for testing in 
2006 with higher intensities and a 
magnetic field
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Foreseeable Future - Neutrino Factory

Discussion about the relative merits of recirculating Linacs 
(e.g. JLAB) vis-à-vis FFAG (Fixed Field Alternating 
Gradient) machines

A superbeam + capture & 
ionization cooling + rapid 
acceleration + storage 
ring

Challenges lie in the ionization 
cooling (a new technique) + 
rapid acceleration (maybe a 
new technique) + a 
somewhat unconventional 
storage ring
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Foreseeable Future - Neutrino Factory - Ionization Cooling

R&D: Ionization Cooling 
MuCool - Fermilab
MICE - Rutherford Lab (U.K.) -

international collaboration - $70M -
2007

R&D Issues

Rf cavities in 
magnetic 
fields

High gradient low 
frequency 
SCRF

Liquid H2 
absorbers

Simulations 
software
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Foreseeable Future - Neutrino Factory - Rapid Acceleration

KEK based R&D in FFAGs (fixed field 
alternate gradient).  

There is debate about whether one can 
achieve an acceptable muon yield 
without cooling
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Current vision from CERN imagines a phased upgrade:
Phase 1 - maximum performance without hardware changes

Energy 7.54 Tev, Luminosity ~ 2x 10E34 (beam dump limited)
Phase 2 - maximum performance with the LHC arcs unchanged

Rebuild the IR’s, Luminosity ~10E35 (stronger focusing, more bunch intensity, bigger 
X-ing angle, more bunches, shorter bunches) 7KW of power per IR

Phase 3 - maximum performance 
Energy 12.5 Tev , Luminosity 2x10E35 (new injector chain, new LHC arc magnets)

Challenges:
significantly more beam power (see non upgraded LHC !) 

the challenge in phases 2&3 is given by the requirement to move from NbTi SC magnet 
technology to Nb3Sn.  Nb3Sn is brittle and strain sensitive but can give ~16T 
accelerator dipoles in principle.  (n.b. it took about a decade to develop NbTi technology 
to be accelerator ready.)

Foreseeable Future - LHC Upgrade
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Foreseeable Future - LHC Upgrade R&D - Nb3Sn Magnet Technology

Nb3Sn magnet development 
underway in the US 
primarily at Fermilab, BNL, 
and LBNL.  CERN will join 
~2007 + some EU proposals 
+ some KEK activity.

US materials development 
program has produced 
superconductor at 
3KA/mm2 at 12T.

Short test coils/magnets have 
achieved the predicted 
conductor performance.

No real magnets yet; one goal 
of the LARP program
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Overall layout for a center of mass 
energy of 3 TeV/c

Far Future - Compact LInear Collider - Basic features

33.2 km

5.2 km

•“Compact” collider-overall length ≈ 33 km
–Normal conducting accelerating structures
–High acceleration frequency (30 GHz)

•High acceleration gradient (150 MV/m)

•Two-Beam Acceleration Scheme
–RF power generation at high frequency
–Cost-effective & efficient (~ 10% overall)
–Simple tunnel, no active elements

•Central injector complex 
–“modular” design, can be built in stages
–Easily expendable in energy
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CLIC MODULE

Drive beam - 150 A, 130 ns
from 2 GeV to 200 MeV

Main beam - 1 A, 100 ns 
from 9 GeV to 1.5 TeV

QUAD

QUAD

POWER EXTRACTION
STRUCTURE

30 GHz - 230 MW

BPM

ACCELERATING
STRUCTURES

CLIC TUNNEL 
CROSS-SECTION

3.8 m diameter

Far Future - Compact LInear Collider - Two-Beam Concept

(6000 modules at 3 TeV)
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SPECIFIC TO THE 
CLIC TECHNOLOGY

• 30 GHz components with manageable 
wakefields∗

• Efficient RF power production by 
Two Beam Acceleration ∗

• Operability at high power (beam 
losses) and linac environment∗ (RF 
switch)

COMMON TO MULTI-TEV 
LINEAR COLLIDERS

• Accelerating gradient ∗

• Generation and preservation of ultra-low 
emittance beams

• Beam Delivery & IP issues:
– nanometer size beams
– Sub-nanometer component 

stabilisation ∗

• Physics with colliding beams in high 
beamstrahlung regime

∗ ⇒ addressed in Test Facilities

Far Future - Compact LInear Collider - Main Challenges
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CTF II 
30GHz MODULES

Main beam
line

Drive beam line

Far Future - Compact LInear Collider - R&D
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30 cell clamped tungsten-iris structure

Aiming for Proof of principle by 
2009

Far Future - Compact LInear Collider - R&D

old design copper

new design copper

new design tungsten
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3.5 mm tungsten iris
3.5 mm tungsten iris after ventilation
3.5 mm copper structure
3.5 mm molybdenum structure
CLIC goal loaded
CLIC goal unloaded

High gradient tests of new structures with molybdenum irises reached 190 MV/m 
peak accelerating gradient without any damage well above the nominal CLIC

accelerating field of 150 MV/m but with RF pulse length of 16 ns only (nominal 100 ns)
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Far Future - VLHC

After the Snowmass 01 meeting there are several versions of the VLHC.  
Generally we seem to be talking about:
> 50 Tev beam energy
> 1034 luminosity

Details of the other machine parameters will (presumably) reflect the final 
technology and design choices.

My favourite:
~ 100 Tev collision energy
~ 100 Km circumference => 12T dipole field

New Dynamical regime for proton colliders
Synchrotron radiation damping at very high proton beam energies can result in 

hitherto unobtainable beam densities which may prove to be very beneficial in 
achieving machine performance goals.

Radiated power will inevitably complicate the beam tube environment.
Is there an appropriate balance at these energies ? 
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Far Future - VLHC - Beam Damping

Maximum Luminosity with minimum number of protons
Equilibrium emittance independent of initial emittance.  Eases specifications on injector 

chain
Vertical emittance assumed to be 10% of the horizontal
Emittances determined by beam heating not equilibrium values
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Far Future - VLHC - Challenges

Beam Power
2 GJ - enough said, though a better behaved 2 GJ than the LHC upgrade
IP debris - many kilowatts of power into the final focus magnetic elements

Vacuum effects
Radiated power in the  5-10 W/m range (LHC 0.4 W/m).  This is not well 

understood at present but in principle there is sufficient pumping speed 
in a beam screen environment to maintain an acceptable vacuum.  Note 
higher magnet fields imply lower beam energy if power is fixed.

Total Radiated Power: In addition to local power there is also ~ 0.5 MW of 
total power into the beam screen. Innovative idea of photon stops to 
intercept power at higher temperatures.

Ring Size:
Sensitivity to dynamic effects in magnets : many magnets

Technical feasibility of the machine would not appear to be as big of 
an issue as other methods to achieve these collision energies
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Far Future - VLHC - R&D

Effectively the only R&D is the LHC & Upgrade !!
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Far Future - Muon Colliders

Essentially a muon collider is a 
neutrino factory with luminosity.

The luminosity is achieved by a great 
deal more 6-D cooling to produce 
the ‘bright beams’ needed for a 
Collider

The central problem is to produce an 
ionisation cooling system with the 
required equilibrium emittance.  
This needs ring coolers with a 
highly divergent beam at the 
cooling devices.  It is proving 
difficult to get any design that 
gets close. Ring Coolers
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Far Future - Muon Colliders - R&D

Essentially none !
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Particle Wakefields

Towards the far future people are looking at

Plasma based acceleration devices
Laser driven
beam driven

Near field devices
gratings
di-electric wake
mini-structures

Far Field devices
IFEL
Inverse Cerenkov

Ultrahigh axial electric fields
=> Compact electron accelerators
Plasma wakefields

Ez > 10-100 GV/m, fast waves
(Conventional RF accelerators

Ez ~ 10 MV/m)
Plasma channel: Guides laser pulse 
and supports plasma wave
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Space charge of drive beam displaces plasma (hydrogen, lithium, polyethelene) electrons

•• Wake Phase Velocity = Beam Velocity (like wake on a boat)

•• Plasma ions exert restoring force => Space charge oscillations

• Wake amplitude ∝ Nb σ z
2
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Plasma Wakefields
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Proof-of-Principle PWFA

• Performed in 1987 at ANL at 
AATF

• Drive and witness beam 
configuration

• 1.6 MeV/m acceleration fields
• Transverse deflection of witness 

beam by driver wake also 
observed

QuickTime™ and a
TIFF (LZW) decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

"Experimental Observation of Plasma Wake-field Acceleration'', J.B. Rosenzweig, et al.,
Phys. Rev. Letters  61, 98 (1988).

Witness beam centroid as a function of delay 
time in proof-of-principle PWFA measurement

Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Plasma Wakefields
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Plasma Wakefields

Plasma off Plasma on

X - E∆∆E

60MeV 59.4 MeV60.6 MeV

X - E∆∆E

60MeV 59.4 MeV60.6 MeV

σE~ 10-3

Accelerator Test Facility  (BNL)

Head of the bunch is decelerating, the tail 
is accelerating
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Laser Wakefields

plasma

λp

laser pulse

electron motion high ne low ne

Standard regime (LWFA): pulse duration matches plasma period
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Laser wakefields

• Experimental set-up Plasma channel

Breakthrough experiment: laser guiding and acceleration in 
preformed plasma channels

Ignitor pulse defines the plasma channel
The heater pulse prepares the parabolic channel
The drive pulse set up the plasma wave
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85 MeV e-beam 
with %-level 

energy spread 
from laser 

acceleration

Unguided

Guided

Beam profile Spectrum
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# 
e/
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 ]

70       75      80       85      90

Charge>100 pC

2-5 mrad divergence

Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Laser wakefields
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Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Laser Wakefields

Plasma channel technologyL'OASIS Laser technology

Plasma 
injector

Plasma 
channel e- beam

< 3mm < 10 cm

1.2 GeV

Laser

100 TW, 40 fs
10 Hz

Next step at
l'OASIS: 1 GeV 
module => 100 
TW laser + 
plasma channel
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Double the energy of Collider w/ short plasma sections before IP
1st half of beam excites wake --decelerates to 0
2nd half of beams rides wake--accelerates to 2 x Eo
Make up for Luminosity decrease by increased focusing in a final plasma lens

50 50 GeVGeV ee-- 50 50 GeVGeV ee++e-WFA e+WFA
IP

LENSES

7m

Unforeseeable future - Advanced Acceleration Techniques - Plasma Afterburner
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New Technologies/Techniques - High Temperature superconductors

BSCCO, YBCO, Mg2B
Can be used in magnet applications either 

at elevated temperatures or to 
produce high fields at 4K

Not obviously useful for SCRF
Pros

Don’t quench (no phase change) just 
gradually become resistive.  Can reach 
thermal runaway though.

Not ‘temperamental - can tolerate 
several degree temperature variations

Cons
Brittle (ceramic type materials)
Expensive (some hope for Mg2B)
Can’t handle the necessary current 

density (but getting better)

Performance of 0.8 mm dia wire

100

1000

10000

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

B(T)

Nb3Sn (4.2K)

BSCCO2212 (4.2K)

NbTi (1.8K)

NbTi (4.2K)

One can imagine niche applications especially if 
the performance improves by ~ factor of 2, 
where the devices are not a cost driver 
e.g. high performance IR’s, neutrino storage 
rings
Wide spread applications need cost 
performance not super high (>15T) fields
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New Technologies/Techniques - High Temperature superconductors

Some R&D into both cable and tape devices.  
No real money so development parasitic 
to other technologies e.g. energy storage 
or power transmission

IGC Showa Electric wire & 
Cable Company(Japan)

LBLShowa Electric

BNL

NbTi: $0.6 per meter
Nb3Sn: $5 per meter
BSCCO: $20 per meter

HTS tape test coil

HTS cable R&D

HTS cable test coil
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New Technologies/Techniques

Beam Cooling
Energy recovery Linacs (JLAB) have raised the possibility high 
energy electron cooling.  This could help beam brightness in circular 
colliders.  Possibly useful for LHC but no help for the VLHC which 
is self damping.

Optical stochastic cooling
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Conclusions

We appear to have passed the stage where the ability to produce high 
centre of mass energies by colliding beams of particles is 
sufficient.  Luminosity (beam power) is a greater challenge than
energy.  This will require ‘smarter’ machines - too smart to function 
??

To a (remarkable) degree the next series of machines are well defined 
(LHC, LC, Superbeams) and even the approach to the generation 
after that (VLHC, CLIC, Neutrino factories) in that sense we’re in 
good (great ?) shape.

Two generations down the road things start to look a little different.  
Bigger versions of ‘familiar’ objects are not viable.  The way we do 
HEP will change


